
 
LEVELCHANGER AND WRESTLESTAT ANNOUNCE PARTNERSHIP 

 
PALO ALTO, CA and URBANDALE, IA. October 23, 2017  -  LevelChanger, publisher of the Takedown set of 

market-leading collegiate and scholastic wrestling applications, and WrestleStatTM, the premier website for 

college wrestling statistics, announce the availability of “play-by-play” wrestling scoring on the WrestleStat 

platform. Under the new agreement, the detailed scoring generated by LevelChanger’s Takedown Scoring and 

StatsTM app and presented in real-time on Takedown LIVETM are now integrated into WrestleStat’s collection of 

college wrestling results. 

 

PLAY-BY-PLAY 

Previously, “play-by-play” scoring from Takedown Scoring and Stats was only available in the free Takedown 

LIVE app that runs on any AppleTM mobile device. Takedown LIVE is the sport’s only source for mobile, 

real-time, play-by-play collegiate and scholastic wrestling results. Now, fans can access this same capability on 

the WrestleStat website by looking for the Takedown LIVE mark next to a wrestler. Adding this detail to the 

WrestleStat website significantly improves availability of detailed wrestling results. 

 

“To date, play-by-play has not been widely available in wrestling. Too often, teams publish only bout outcomes, 

like ‘Decision’ or ‘Fall’ which is the minimum NCAA requirement. In today’s world, that isn’t as informative as 

other sports and we need to do better,” said Jack Moses, LevelChanger partner and co-founder. 

 

COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL 

Currently, play-by-play details are available in Takedown LIVE for roughly 12,000 matches including over 700 

Division I college bouts posted by two top twenty-five teams, Stanford University and Central Michigan 

University. Approximately ninety college teams are represented in the database. As additional college teams 

adopt Takedown Scoring and Stats as their digital scoring platform, more results will become available. The 

WrestleStat website publishes college play-by-play results and expects to develop a similar offering for high 

school wrestling programs. 

 

“At all levels, wrestling fans have struggled to find play-by-play scoring beyond the mobile app offering from 

LevelChanger. Our partnership will help fix that problem for college teams now and high school teams down 

the road,” remarked Greg Anderson, WrestleStat founder and principal. 

 

-- more -- 

 

 

 



FAN ACCESS 

Play-by-play college scoring for the 2016-17 season is easily accessed now on the free WrestleStat website. In 

a web browser, WrestleStat visitors should click on the Takedown LIVE logo adjacent to a match result and 

play-by-play details will appear in an easy-to-read scoring grid.  

  

ABOUT LEVELCHANGER 

LevelChanger™, founded in 2011, develops mobile applications for the benefit of the scholastic wrestling 

community, including coaches, managers, scorekeepers and fans. Takedown Scoring and Stats has been 

installed by more than 3,000 colleges, high schools, middle and elementary schools, and wrestling clubs 

worldwide. To date, over 160,000 wrestling matches have been scored with Takedown Scoring and Stats. 

Takedown LIVETM, for Apple mobile devices, is a fan-oriented app that presents real-time, play-by-play 

wrestling scoring from teams using Takedown Scoring and Stats. 

 

ABOUT WRESTLESTAT 

WrestleStat was launched on February 14th, 2014 with the purpose of showing common opponents between 

two wrestlers for an upcoming dual meet. The site has evolved into a hub for college wrestling information 

including rosters, depth charts, eligibility breakdowns, schedules, algorithm-based rankings and fantasy 

features The WrestleStat website has more than 5,000 registered users and during the 2016-17 season 

generated 1.2 million page views. 

 

WrestleStat is a trademark of Anderson Consulting, LLC. LevelChanger, Takedown Scoring and Stats and 

Takedown LIVE are trademarks of LevelChanger, LLC. Other trademarks are the property of their respective 

owners. 
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For More Information: 

Jack Moses Gregory Anderson 

jack@levelchanger.com wrestlestat@gmail.com 

www.levelchanger.com www.wrestlestat.com 
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